Identification of seven novel mutations in the GAN gene.
Giant axonal neuropathy (GAN) is a severe early onset neurodegenerative disorder affecting both the peripheral nerves and the central nervous system. The diagnosis is based on the presence of characteristic giant axons on nerve biopsy. In GAN, the integrity of the intermediate filament network is altered. Indeed, abnormal accumulation of the intermediate filaments has been reported in different cell types, including in the swollen axons, which are filled with neurofilaments. We identified the defective protein, gigaxonin, of unknown function, and reported fourteen distinct mutations in twelve families of various origins. Two additional mutations have been recently reported. In the present study, we analysed the GAN gene in 6 families, and identified seven novel mutations: three nonsense and two missense mutations and two deletions. In addition, the molecular result for an already reported family was re-evaluated. In this family, the R269Q "polymorphism" is in fact the pathogenic mutation.